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PART 2 - PRODUCTS

GENERAL

	All equipment and materials used shall be standard components that are regularly manufactured and used in the manufacturer’s system.


	All systems and components shall have been thoroughly tested and proven in actual use.


	All systems and components shall be provided with the availability of a toll free 24- hour technical support phone number from the manufacturer. This no charge service shall be available to dealers, installers and end users.


	All systems and components shall be provided with an explicit manufacturer warranty.


VIRTUAL MATRIX DISPLAY CONTROLLER DESCRIPTION

	The Virtual Matrix Display Controller (VMDC) shall be a self-contained, matrix control solution for the Video Management System (VMS). It shall be designed to provide users with the ability to direct network video to multiple monitor displays using a keypad, graphical user interface (GUI) controls or Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). In addition, it shall have the ability to receive data from external systems via the Events Management system in the ViconNet VMS software, and use those inputs to trigger macros in response to the input. 


	The VMDC solution shall be comprised of both a matrix command/control center software interface and a hardware decoding component that enables high-quality remote network video streams to be displayed on multiple monitors in multiple locations. The design shall enable each operator to display any camera on any monitor connected to the network. Camera selection may be controlled via a dedicated keypad or by using the graphical user interface. 


	The VMDC system shall be scalable. A single VMDC unit shall control up to 6 high-definition monitors. Control of additional monitors shall be accomplished by connecting additional VMDC units to the network and/or using video decoder appliances..


	The unit shall be available in rack or tower enclosures. The software shall also be available for installation on a PC that meets the minimum requirements as specified in this document.


VMDC SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

	The VMDC shall be controlled from a graphic user interface (GUI) incorporating video display areas, toolbars, control palettes, and site/device lists. The system shall also allow camera-to-monitor selection and camera PTZ control on a keypad controller or PLC.


	The VMDC shall take live or recorded video inputs and provide the operator with the ability to direct the video to any monitor connected to it, including monitor walls or monitors connected to additional VMDCs on the network. The VMDC shall be available with licenses to support 2, 4 or 6 monitors. Licenses shall be upgradeable at any time up to the maximum of 6 monitors. 


	Each VMDC shall support up to 4 keypads/serial host interface. 


	The VMDC shall provide the following video performance. 


fps is the frame rate, Res is the resolution and Streams are the number of simultaneous video streams that can be displayed.

Compression
Type
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Decoder1
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44
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	Decoder consists of two VMDC units. One unit provides six display monitor outputs. The other acts as the display controller
	Dual Monitor consists of one VMDC that provides a display monitor output and a display controller.

Multi-Monitor consists of one VMDC that provides up to 5 display monitor outputs and a display controller.

	The VMDC shall support H.264, MPEG-4 and M-JPEG compression. High-definition video up to 5 megapixels (2560 x 1600) and 16 x 9 monitors shall also be supported.


	The monitors connected to the VMDC shall display 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36 or 64 segment views. The monitors shall be graphically depicted on the VMDC GUI Main Window interface. The selected monitor shall be highlighted in red for easy identification. Video shall be played back on a selected monitor. Playback shall be selected by date and time or, by mouse click for quick playback.


	The VMDC shall display titles, when enabled, and the operator shall have the ability to send text messages to the monitor for display. Up to 20 characters shall be able to display. Alarms shall display either on certain dedicated monitors only or on all monitors, if so configured.


	The VMS software shall provide Authorization rights setup for users for an administrator using the Site Authorization screen. Group rights shall be configurable by specific site. VMDC users shall be granted certain rights and access or full control based on their individual requirements. 


	The VMDC Main Window shall provide the following:


	The Site and Device list depicting all DVRs, video encoders and IP cameras connected to the local VMDC. The Site and Device list shall provide a physical list of all known network sites and connected cameras, PTZ cameras and microphones. The cameras, PTZ cameras and microphones shall be represented by graphical symbols. 

Within the Site and Device list, each unit shall be depicted with all connected devices such as: cameras connected (differentiating between PTZ and fixed cameras) and microphones.
	The number of segments each monitor is displaying: 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36 or 64.
	Components in the Site and Device list shall be selectable and configurable. 
When a PTZ dome camera is selected, an operator shall be able to:
	Control pan, tilt, zoom, iris and focus, including autoiris and autopan.
	Program preset positions.
	Execute preset positions.

Complete programming of menus embedded in the selected dome.
	All PTZ programming and control shall be achieved remotely without requiring an operator to be present at the recorder where the PTZ camera is connected.
	PTZ control shall be performed dynamically onscreen, and not require an operator to click on arrows to move the PTZ camera.

The PTZ control shall be fully variable by dynamically moving the cursor across the video display.
	The PTZ interface shall control all operation and programming functions of Vicon SVFT domes and basic functions of PTZ domes by other manufacturers.
	Access to all available programming menus.

Access to external controls, and reports for Alarm History, Audit Log and CFN log.

	Viewing of live cameras shall be performed by:


1.	Clicking on the monitor display location and then the desired camera in the Site and Device list.
2.	“Drag-and-Drop” from the Site and Device list to the location in the Monitor Display Layout.

	The software shall permit viewing of live video from any camera connected to the system.


	The software shall support on-demand recording (manual recording) to a remote location.


	The software shall support playback from the Main Window in the following formats:


1.	Quick playback –the user shall be able to select and launch playback for ViconNet® encoded cameras in a pre-defined number of seconds before the live image. The playback window shall open in the selected monitor location.
2.	Playback from time – shall allow setting the playback to start from a specific date, time and database on the network. This shall allow playing back the same camera several times.

	Access to programming and more advanced screens shall be done by means of an immobile, permanently docked toolbar located on the top live screen. The toolbar shall provide access to the following major functionality of the system:

	Scheduler/Macro.

Reports.
Setup.
Logout.

	The software shall provide an advanced method for creating and executing software commands. This shall be achieved by the use of macros. Macro configuration shall be defined for recorded cameras and microphones, command duration, recording location, local viewing, device ID, picture quality, refresh mode, recording rate (fps), related devices (sensors) and alarm activation.


	Macros shall allow an authorized user to create and schedule software commands that shall include but are not limited to: 

	Sequencing cameras, including multi-screen displays on selected monitors.

Execute remote macros existing on recorders currently connected to the network.
Record cameras at different qualities and frame rates from any recorder on the network.
	Send an alarm condition to any recorder and workstation on the network. By the use of macros, an authorized user shall be able to program the destination component of the alarm condition.

An authorized user shall be able to program and execute macros remotely without the need to be physically located at the recorder that the macros will be programmed on.
The Schedule/Macro button shall allow the running of preconfigured combinations of camera, sensor and PTZ programmed routines.
Macro scheduling shall include but is not limited to:
	Days of the week when a macro is active.

Start and end time for when a macro is active.
If a macro is to run continuously or not.
	A macro shall be able to run every 5 min, 10 min, 1/4 hour, 1/2 hour, 3/4 hour, 1 hour, 2 hours, 3 hours, 4 hours, 6 hours, 8 hours and 12 hours.


	The Network Settings and Site Name utility shall allow:


1.	Setup of a system Nucleus, which is the central station of the VMS. 
2.	Time synchronization of all components on the network.
3.	All appropriate networking features including each server IP, Subnet and Gateway.

	There shall be a Language Translation Utility (LTU). It shall allow a manual translation of the entire GUI into any language that uses varying alpha-numeric character sets. The utility shall also store files for simple changing from one language to another.


WORKSTATION SPECIFICATIONS

	

Operating System:
Microsoft® Windows® 7 Ultimate.
	

CPU:
Intel® Core™ i7-920 processor.
	

RAM:
4 GB.
	

Hard Drive:
250 GB minimum.
	

Video Card:
Sapphire ATI HD 5650.

Power Supply:
750 W minimum.

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

	

Application:
Indoor. 
	

Rack Mounting:
Standard 19 in. (483 mm) rack mount and stackable, 4U height.
	

Dimensions:
Rack-Mount:
7” (177.8 mm) H x 18.75” (476 mm) W x 24.25” (616 mm) D, including connectors. 
Tower:
7” (177.8 mm) W x 18.5” (470 mm) L x 16” (406.4 mm) D
	

Weight:
Rack-Mount: 50.0 lb (22.6 kg).
Tower: 22.7 lb. (10.32 kg).
	

Construction:
Steel case and hardware.

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS

	

Operating Temperature:

32° to 104°F (0° to 40°C).
	

Humidity:
Up to 95% relative, non-condensing.
	

Ideal Room Temperature:

66° to 75°F (19° to 25° C).
	

Ideal Room Humidity:
Up to 80% relative, non-condensing.
	

Maximum Room 
Temperature:

50° to 86°F (10° to 30° C).

Storage Temperature
Range:

-4 to 158° F (-20 to 70° C) maximum.

SOFTWARE SPECIFICATIONS

	

Graphical Map:
Graphical site map that supports realistic camera location. 
	

Quick Playback:
Starts video playback of live camera with a few clicks. 
	

Local and Remote monitor Control:

The interface graphically displays a virtual representation of all monitors connected in the system and permits flexible display	 configurations and drag-and-drop camera	 selection. 
	

PTZ Control:
Operator has full PTZ control of any PTZ camera in the system using the GUI, keypad or PLC. 

Macro Configuration:
Macros can be defined for recording or	 displaying/playing cameras, microphones and related devices (sensors) as well as sending alarm notification through email or	 SMS text message. 

Authorization Rights:
Group rights can be configured by specific	 site. Rights provide authority to perform all	 system functions. 

Alarms:
Alarms can be programmed to annunciate under special conditions. 
	

Central Failure Notification (CFN):

Utility that provides notifications indicating	 certain applications have failed. 

CERTIFICATIONS

	FCC, Class A.


WARRANTY

	3 years, parts and labor 


APPROVED MANUFACTURERS

	The Virtual Matrix Display Controller shall be Vicon Industries model:


VMDC-SW 
Virtual Matrix Display Controller Software (Installation on 3rd party server). Single license. 
VMDC-2 
Virtual Matrix Display Controller with 2 display outputs. Tower unit.
VMDC-4 
Virtual Matrix Display Controller with 4 display outputs. Tower unit.
VMDC-6 
Virtual Matrix Display Controller with 6 display outputs. Tower unit. 
VMDC-2R 
Virtual Matrix Display Controller with 2 display outputs. 4RU rack-mount unit.
VMDC-4R 
Virtual Matrix Display Controller with 4 display outputs. 4RU rack-mount unit.
VMDC-6R 
Virtual Matrix Display Controller with 6 display outputs. 4RU rack-mount unit.
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